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Structured Compressive Sensing Based Spatio-Temporal
Joint Channel Estimation for FDD Massive MIMO
Zhen Gao, Linglong Dai, Wei Dai, Byonghyo Shim, and Zhaocheng Wang
Abstract—Massive MIMO is a promising technique for fu-
ture 5G communications due to its high spectrum and energy
efficiency. To realize its potential performance gain, accurate
channel estimation is essential. However, due to massive number
of antennas at the base station (BS), the pilot overhead required
by conventional channel estimation schemes will be unafford-
able, especially for frequency division duplex (FDD) massive
MIMO. To overcome this problem, we propose a structured
compressive sensing (SCS)-based spatio-temporal joint channel
estimation scheme to reduce the required pilot overhead, whereby
the spatio-temporal common sparsity of delay-domain MIMO
channels is leveraged. Particularly, we first propose the non-
orthogonal pilots at the BS under the framework of CS theory to
reduce the required pilot overhead. Then, an adaptive structured
subspace pursuit (ASSP) algorithm at the user is proposed to
jointly estimate channels associated with multiple OFDM symbols
from the limited number of pilots, whereby the spatio-temporal
common sparsity of MIMO channels is exploited to improve
the channel estimation accuracy. Moreover, by exploiting the
temporal channel correlation, we propose a space-time adaptive
pilot scheme to further reduce the pilot overhead. Additionally,
we discuss the proposed channel estimation scheme in multi-
cell scenario. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed
scheme can accurately estimate channels with the reduced pilot
overhead, and it is capable of approaching the optimal oracle
least squares estimator.
Index Terms—Massive MIMO, structured compressive sensing
(SCS), frequency division duplex (FDD), channel estimation.
I. INTRODUCTION
MASSIVE MIMO employing a large number of anten-nas at the base station (BS) to simultaneously serve
multiple users, has recently emerged as a promising approach
to realize high-throughput green wireless communications [1].
By exploiting the large number of degrees of spatial freedom,
massive MIMO can boost the system capacity and energy
efficiency by orders of magnitude. Therefore, massive MIMO
has been widely recognized as a key enabling technique for
future spectrum and energy efficient 5G communications [2].
In massive MIMO systems, an accurate acquisition of
the channel state information (CSI) is essential for signal
detection, beamforming, resource allocation, etc. However, due
to massive antennas at the BS, each user has to estimate
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channels associated with hundreds of transmit antennas, which
results in the prohibitively high pilot overhead. Hence, how
to realize the accurate channel estimation with the affordable
pilot overhead becomes a challenging problem, especially for
frequency division duplex (FDD) massive MIMO systems [3].
To date, most of researches on massive MIMO sidestep this
challenge by assuming the time division duplex (TDD) proto-
col, where the CSI in the uplink can be more easily acquired
at the BS due to the small number of single-antenna users
and the powerful processing capability of the BS, and then the
channel reciprocity property can be leveraged to directly obtain
the CSI in the downlink [4]. However, due to the calibration
error of radio frequency chains and limited coherence time,
the CSI acquired in the uplink may not be accurate for the
downlink [5], [6]. More importantly, compared with TDD
systems, FDD systems can provide more efficient communi-
cations with low latency [7], and it has dominated current
cellular systems. Therefore, it is of importance to explore the
challenging problem of channel estimation for FDD massive
MIMO systems, which can facilitate massive MIMO to be
backward compatible with current FDD dominated cellular
networks.
Recently, there have been extensive studies on channel
estimation for conventional small-scale FDD MIMO systems
[8]–[14]. It has been proven that the equi-spaced and equi-
power orthogonal pilots can be optimal to estimate the non-
correlated Rayleigh MIMO channels for one OFDM symbol,
where the required pilot overhead increases with the number of
transmit antennas [8]. By exploiting the spatial correlation of
MIMO channels, the pilot overhead to estimate Rician MIMO
channels can be reduced [9]. Furthermore, by exploiting the
temporal channel correlation, further reduced pilot overhead
can be achieved to estimate MIMO channels associated with
multiple OFDM symbols [10], [11]. Currently, orthogonal
pilots have been widely used in the existing MIMO systems,
where the pilot overhead is not a big issue due to the small
number of transmit antennas (e.g., up to eight antennas in
LTE-Advanced system) [12]–[14]. However, this issue can be
critical in massive MIMO systems due to massive number of
antennas at the BS (e.g., 128 antennas or even more at the
BS [2]).
In [15], an approach to exploit the temporal correlation
and sparsity of delay-domain channels for the reduced pilot
overhead has been proposed for FDD massive MIMO systems,
but the interference cancellation of training sequences of
different transmit antennas will be difficult when the number
of transmit antennas is large. [16]–[18] leveraged the spatial
correlation and sparsity of delay-domain MIMO channels to
estimate channels with the reduced pilot overhead, but the
assumption of the known channel sparsity level at the user is
2unrealistic. By exploiting the spatial channel correlation, the
compressive sensing (CS)-based channel estimation schemes
were proposed in [19]–[21], but the leveraged spatial corre-
lation can be impaired due to the non-ideal antenna array
[3], [5]. [22] proposed an open-loop and closed-loop channel
estimation scheme for massive MIMO, but the long-term
channel statistics perfectly known at the user can be difficult.
On the other hand, for typical broadband wireless commu-
nication systems, delay-domain channels intrinsically exhibit
the sparse nature due to the limited number of significant
scatterers in the propagation environments and large channel
delay spread [15], [23]–[29]. Meanwhile, for MIMO systems
with co-located antenna array at the BS, channels between
one user and different transmit antennas at the BS exhibit
very similar path delays due to very similar scatterers in the
propagation environments, which indicates that delay-domain
channels between the user and different transmit antennas at
the BS share the common sparsity when the aperture of the
antenna array is not very large [3], [30]. Moreover, since
the path delays vary much slower than the path gains due
to the temporal channel correlation, such sparsity is almost
unchanged during the coherence time [31]. In this paper,
such channel properties of MIMO channels are referred to
as the spatio-temporal common sparsity, which is usually not
considered in most of current work.
In this paper, by exploiting the spatio-temporal common
sparsity of delay-domain MIMO channels, we propose a
structured compressive sensing (SCS)-based spatio-temporal
joint channel estimation scheme with significantly reduced
pilot overhead for FDD massive MIMO systems. Specifically,
at the BS, we propose a non-orthogonal pilot scheme under
the framework of CS theory, which is essentially different
from the widely used orthogonal pilots under the framework
of classical Nyquist sampling theorem. Compared with con-
ventional orthogonal pilots, the proposed non-orthogonal pilot
scheme can substantially reduce the required pilot overhead for
channel estimation. At the user side, we propose an adaptive
structured subspace pursuit (ASSP) algorithm for channel
estimation, whereby the spatio-temporal common sparsity of
delay-domain MIMO channels is leveraged to improve the
channel estimation performance from the limited number
of pilots. Furthermore, by leveraging the temporal channel
correlation, we propose a space-time adaptive pilot scheme
to realize the accurate channel estimation with further reduced
pilot overhead, where the specific pilot signals should consider
the geometry of antenna array at the BS and the mobility
of served users. Additionally, we further extend the proposed
channel estimation scheme from the single-cell scenario to
the multi-cell scenario. Finally, simulation results verify that
the proposed scheme outperforms its conventional counterparts
with reduced pilot overhead, where the performance of the
SCS-based channel estimation scheme approaches that of the
oracle least squares (LS) estimator.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II il-
lustrates the spatio-temporal common sparsity of delay-domain
MIMO channels. In Section III, the proposed SCS-based
spatio-temporal joint channel estimation scheme is discussed
in detail. In Section IV, we provide the performance analysis.
Section V shows the simulation results. Finally, Section VI
concludes this paper.
Notation: Boldface lower and upper-case symbols represent
column vectors and matrices, respectively. The operator ◦
represents the Hadamard product, ⌊·⌋ denotes the integer floor
operator, and diag{x} is a diagonal matrix with elements of x
on its diagonal. The matrix inversion, transpose, and Hermitian
transpose operations are denoted by (·)−1, (·)T, and (·)H,
respectively, while (·)† denotes the Moore-Penrose matrix
inversion. | · |c denotes the cardinality of a set, the l2-norm
operation and Frobenius-norm operation are given by ‖ · ‖2
and ‖ · ‖F , respectively. Ωc denotes the complementary set of
the set Ω. Tr{·} is the trace of a matrix. 〈·, ·〉 is the Frobenius
inner product, and 〈A,B〉= Tr{AHB}. Finally, Φ(l) denotes
the lth column vector of the matrix Φ.
II. SPATIO-TEMPORAL COMMON SPARSITY OF
DELAY-DOMAIN
Extensive experimental studies have shown that wireless
broadband channels exhibit the sparsity in the delay domain.
This is caused by the fact that the number of multipath
dominating the majority of channel energy is small due to the
limited number of significant scatterers in the wireless signal
propagation environments, while the channel delay spread can
be large due to the large difference between the time of
arrival (ToA) of the earliest multipath and the ToA of the
latest multipath [15], [23]–[29]. Specifically, in the downlink,
the delay-domain channel impulse response (CIR) between
the mth transmit antenna at the BS and one user can be
expressed as
hm,r = [hm,r[1], hm,r[2], · · · , hm,r[L]]T, 1 ≤ m ≤M, (1)
where r is the index of the OFDM symbol in the time domain,
L is the equivalent channel length, Dm,r = supp{hm,r} =
{l : |hm,r[l]| > pth, 1 ≤ l ≤ L} is the support set of hm,r, and
pth is the noise floor according to [32]. The sparsity level
of wireless channels is denoted as Pm,r = |Dm,r|c, and we
have Pm,r ≪ L due to the sparse nature of delay-domain
channels [15], [23], [24], [26]1.
Moreover, there are measurements showing that CIRs be-
tween different transmit antennas and one user exhibit very
similar path delays [3], [30]. The reason is that, in typical
massive MIMO geometry, the scale of the compact antenna
array at the BS is relatively small compared with the large
signal transmission distance, and channels associated with
different transmit-receive antenna pairs share the common
scatterers. Therefore, the sparsity patterns of CIRs of different
transmit-receive antenna pairs have a large overlap. Moreover,
for MIMO systems with not very large M , these CIRs can
share the common sparse pattern [3], [17], [30], i.e.,
D1,r = D2,r = · · · = DM,r, (2)
1The sparse delay-domain channels may exhibit the power leakage due
to the non-integer normalized path delays. To solve this issue, there have
been off-the-shelf techniques to mitigate the power leakage [28], [29]. For
convenience, we consider the sparse channel model in the equivalent discrete-
time baseband widely used in CS-based channel estimation [15], [23], [24],
[26].
3Fig. 1. Spatio-temporal common sparsity of delay-domain MIMO channels:
(a) Wireless channels exhibit the sparse nature due to the limited number of
scatterers; (b) Delay-domain MIMO channels between the co-located antenna
array and one user exhibit the spatio-temporal common sparsity.
which is referred to as the spatial common sparsity of wireless
MIMO channels. For example, we consider the LTE-Advanced
system working at a carrier frequency of fc = 2 GHz with
a signal bandwidth of fs = 10 MHz, and the uniform linear
array (ULA) with the antenna spacing of half-wavelength. For
two transmit antennas with the distance of 8 half-wavelengths,
their maximum difference of path delays from the common
scatterer is 8λ/2c = 4/fc = 0.002 µs, which is negligible
compared with the system sample period Ts = 1/fs = 0.1 µs,
where λ and c are the wavelength and the velocity of light,
respectively. It should be pointed out that the path gains of
different transmit-receive antenna pairs from the same scatterer
can be different or even uncorrelated due to the non-isotropic
antennas2 [5].
Finally, practical wireless channels also exhibit the temporal
correlation even in fast time-varying scenarios [31]. It has
been demonstrated that the path delays usually vary much
slower than the path gains [31]. In other words, although the
path gains can vary significantly from one OFDM symbol
to another, the path delays remain almost unchanged during
several successive OFDM symbols. This is due to the fact that
the coherence time of path gains over time-varying channels
is inversely proportional to the system carrier frequency, while
the duration for path delay variation is inversely proportional
to the system bandwidth [31]. For example, in the LTE-
Advanced system with fc = 2 GHz and fs = 10 MHz, the
path delays vary at a rate that is about several hundred times
2For practical massive MIMO systems, different antennas at the BS with
different directivities can destroy the spatial correlation of path gains over
different transmit-receive pairs from the same scatterer and improve the system
capacity [3]. However, this spatial channel correlation is usually exploited in
conventional channel estimation schemes for reduced pilot overhead, which
can be unrealistic.
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Fig. 2. Pilot designs for massive MIMO with M = 64 in one time-frequency
resource block. (a) Conventional orthogonal pilot design; (b) Proposed non-
orthogonal pilot design.
slower than that of the path gains [15]. That is to say, during
the coherence time of path delays, CIRs associated with R
successive OFDM symbols have the common sparsity due to
the almost unchanged path delays, i.e.,
Dm,r = Dm,r+1 = · · · = Dm,r+R−1, 1 ≤ m ≤M. (3)
This temporal correlation of wireless channels is also referred
to as the temporal common sparsity of wireless channels in
this paper.
The spatial and temporal channel correlations discussed
above are jointly referred to as the spatio-temporal common
sparsity of delay-domain MIMO channels, which can be
illustrated in Fig. 1. This channel property is usually not
considered in existing channel estimation schemes. In this
paper, we will exploit this channel property to overcome the
challenging problem of channel estimation for FDD massive
MIMO.
III. PROPOSED SCS-BASED SPATIO-TEMPORAL JOINT
CHANNEL ESTIMATION SCHEME
In this section, the SCS-based spatio-temporal joint channel
estimation scheme is proposed for FDD massive MIMO.
First, we propose the non-orthogonal pilot scheme at the BS
to reduce the pilot overhead. Then, we propose the ASSP
algorithm at the user for reliable channel estimation. Moreover,
we propose the space-time adaptive pilot scheme for further
reduction of the pilot overhead. Finally, we briefly discuss the
proposed channel estimation scheme extended to multi-cell
scenario.
A. Non-Orthogonal Pilot Scheme at the BS
The design of conventional orthogonal pilots is based on
the framework of classical Nyquist sampling theorem, and
this design has been widely used in the existing MIMO
systems. The orthogonal pilots can be illustrated in Fig. 2
(a), where pilots associated with different transmit antennas
occupy the different subcarriers. For massive MIMO systems
with hundreds of transmit antennas, such orthogonal pilots will
suffer from the prohibitively high pilot overhead.
In contrast, the design of the proposed non-orthogonal pilot
scheme, as shown in Fig. 2 (b), is based on CS theory, and
it allows pilots of different transmit antennas to occupy the
completely same subcarriers. By leveraging the sparse nature
of channels, the pilots used for channel estimation can be
reduced substantially.
4For the proposed non-orthogonal pilot scheme, we first con-
sider the MIMO channel estimation for one OFDM symbol as
an example. Particularly, we denote the index set of subcarriers
allocated to pilots as ξ, which is uniquely selected from the set
of {1, 2, · · · , N} and identical for all transmit antennas. Here
Np = |ξ|c is the number of pilot subcarriers in one OFDM
symbol, and N is the number of subcarriers in one OFDM
symbol. Moreover, we denote the pilot sequence of the mth
transmit antenna as pm ∈ CNp×1. The specific pilot design ξ
and {pm}Mm=1 will be detailed in Section IV-A .
B. SCS-Based Channel Estimation at the User
At the user, after the removal of the guard interval and
discrete Fourier transformation (DFT), the received pilot se-
quence yr ∈ CNp×1 of the rth OFDM symbol can be
expressed as
yr =
M∑
m=1
diag{pm}F|ξ
[
hm,r
0(N−L)×1
]
+wr
=
M∑
m=1
PmFL|ξhm,r +wr =
M∑
m=1
Φmhm,r +wr,
(4)
where Pm= diag{pm}, F ∈ CN×N is a DFT matrix, FL ∈
CN×L is a partial DFT matrix consisted of the first L columns
of F, F|ξ ∈ CNp×N and FL|ξ ∈ CNp×L are the sub-matrices
by selecting the rows of F and FL according to ξ, respectively,
wr ∈ CNp×1 is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
vector in the rth OFDM symbol, and Φm = PmFL|ξ.
Moreover, (4) can be rewritten in a more compact form as
yr = Φh˜r +wr, (5)
where Φ = [Φ1,Φ2, · · · ,ΦM ] ∈ CNp×ML, and h˜r =
[hT1,r,h
T
2,r, · · · ,hTM,r]T ∈ CML×1 is an aggregate CIR vector.
For massive MIMO systems, we usually have Np ≪ ML
due to the large number of transmit antennas M and the limited
number of pilots Np. This indicates that we cannot reliably
estimate h˜r from yr using conventional channel estimation
schemes, since (5) is an under-determined system. However,
the observation that h˜r is a sparse signal due to the sparsity
of {hm,r}Mm=1 inspires us to estimate the sparse signal h˜r of
high dimension from the received pilot sequence yr of low
dimension under the framework of CS theory [33]. Moreover,
the inherently spatial common sparsity of wireless MIMO
channels can be also exploited for performance enhancement.
Specifically, we rearrange the aggregate CIR vector h˜r to
obtain the equivalent CIR vector d˜r as
d˜r = [d
T
1,r,d
T
2,r, · · · ,dTL,r]T ∈ CML×1, (6)
where dl,r = [h1,r[l], h2,r[l], · · · , hM,r[l]]T for 1 ≤ l ≤ L.
Similarly, Φ can be rearranged as Ψ, i.e.,
Ψ = [Ψ1,Ψ2, · · · ,ΨL] ∈ CNp×ML, (7)
where Ψl =
[
Φ
(l)
1 ,Φ
(l)
2 , · · · ,Φ(l)M
]
=
[ψ1,l,ψ2,l, · · · ,ψM,l] ∈ CNp×M . In this way, (5) can
be reformulated as
yr = Ψd˜r +wr. (8)
From (8), it can be observed that due to the spatial common
sparsity of wireless MIMO channels, the equivalent CIR vector
d˜r exhibits the structured sparsity [33].
Furthermore, the temporal correlation of wireless channels
indicates that such spatial common sparsity in MIMO systems
remains virtually unchanged over R successive OFDM sym-
bols, where R is determined by the coherence time of the
path delays [15]. Hence, wireless MIMO channels exhibit the
spatio-temporal common sparsity during R successive OFDM
symbols. Considering (8) during R adjacent OFDM symbols
with the same pilot pattern, we have
Y = ΨD+W, (9)
where Y = [yr ,yr+1,· · ·,yr+R−1] ∈ CNp×R is the measure-
ment matrix, D =
[
d˜r,d˜r+1,· · ·,d˜r+R−1
]
∈ CML×R is the
equivalent CIR matrix, and W = [wr,wr+1, · · · ,wr+R−1] ∈
CNp×R is the AWGN matrix. It should be pointed out that D
can be expressed as
D = [DT1 ,D
T
2 , · · · ,DTL]T, (10)
where Dl for 1 ≤ l ≤ L has the size of M ×R, and the mth
row and rth column element of Dl is the channel gain of the
lth path delay associated with the mth transmit antenna in the
rth OFDM symbol.
It is clear that the equivalent CIR matrix D in (10) exhibits
the structured sparsity due to the spatio-temporal common
sparsity of wireless MIMO channels, and this intrinsic sparsity
in D can be exploited for better channel estimation perfor-
mance. In this way, we can jointly estimate channels associated
with M transmit antennas in R OFDM symbols by jointly
processing the received pilots of R OFDM symbols.
By exploiting the structured sparsity ofD in (9), we propose
the ASSP algorithm as described in Algorithm 1 to estimate
channels for massive MIMO systems. Developed from the
classical subspace pursuit (SP) algorithm [34], the proposed
ASSP algorithm exploits the structured sparsity of D for
further improved sparse signal recovery performance.
For Algorithm 1, some notations should be further de-
tailed. First, both Z ∈ CML×R and ⌣D ∈ CML×R are
consisted of L sub-matrices with the equal size of M ×R,
i.e., Z = [ZT1 ,ZT2 , · · · ,ZTL]T and
⌣
D = [
⌣
DT1 ,
⌣
DT2 , · · · ,
⌣
DTL]
T
.
Second, we have
⌣
DΩ˜ =
[
⌣
D
T
Ω˜(1),
⌣
D
T
Ω˜(2), · · · ,
⌣
D
T
Ω˜(|Ω˜|c)
]T
and
ΨΩ˜ =
[
Ψ
Ω˜(1)
,Ψ
Ω˜(2)
, · · · ,Ψ
Ω˜(|Ω˜|c)
]
, where Ω˜(1) < Ω˜(2) <
· · · < Ω˜(|Ω˜|c) are elements in the set Ω˜. Third, Πs (·) is a
set, whose elements are the indices of the largest s elements
of its argument. Finally, to reliably acquire the channel spar-
sity level, we stop the iteration if
∥∥Rk∥∥
F
> ‖Rs−1‖F or∥∥∥⌣Dl˜∥∥∥
F
≤
√
MRpth, where
∥∥∥⌣Dl˜∥∥∥
F
is the smallest
∥∥∥⌣Dl∥∥∥
F
for l ∈ Ω˜k, and pth is the noise floor according to [32]. The
proposed stopping criteria will be further discussed in Section
IV-B.
Here we further explain the main steps in Algorithm 1 as
follows. First, for step 2.1∼2.7, the ASSP algorithm aims to
acquire the solution D to (9) with the fixed sparsity level s in
a greedy way, which is similar to the classical SP algorithm.
Second,
∥∥Rk−1∥∥
F
≤ ∥∥Rk∥∥
F
indicates that the s-sparse
5Algorithm 1 Proposed ASSP Algorithm.
Input: Noisy measurement matrix Y and sensing matrix Ψ.
Output: The estimation of channels {hm,t}m=M,t=r+R−1m=1,t=r .• Step 1 (Initialization) The initial channel sparsity level s = 1,
the iterative index k = 1, the support set Ωk−1 = ∅, and the
residual matrices Rk−1 = Y and ‖Rs−1‖F = + inf.• Step 2 (Solve the Structured Sparse Matrix D to (9))
repreat
1. (Correlation) Z = ΨHRk−1;
2. (Support Estimate) Ω˜′k = Ωk−1 ∪Πs
({‖Zl‖F}Ll=1);
3. (Support Pruning) ⌣DΩ˜′k = Ψ†Ω˜′kY;
⌣
D(Ω˜′k)c = 0;
Ω˜k = Πs
({∥∥∥⌣Dl∥∥∥
F
}L
l=1
)
;
4. (Matrix Estimate) ⌣DΩ˜k = Ψ†Ω˜kY;
⌣
D(Ω˜k)c = 0;
5. (Residue Update) Rk = Y −Ψ⌣D;
6. (Matrix Update) ⌣D
k
=
⌣
D;
if
∥∥Rk−1∥∥
F
>
∥∥Rk∥∥
F
7. (Iteration with Fixed Sparsity Level) Ωk = Ω˜k; k = k + 1;
else
8. (Update Sparsity Level) ⌣Ds =
⌣
D
k−1
; Rs = Rk−1;
Ωs = Ω
k−1; s = s+ 1;
end if
until stopping criteria are met
• Step 3 (Obtain Channels) D̂ = ⌣Ds−1 and obtain the estimation
of channels {hm,t}m=M,t=r+R−1m=1,t=r according to (4)-(9).
solution D to (9) has been obtained, and then the sparsity
level is updated to find the (s+1)-sparse solution D. Finally,
if the stopping criteria are met, the iteration quits, and we
consider the estimated solution to (9) with the last sparsity
level as the estimated channels, i.e., D̂ =
⌣
Ds−1.
Compared to the SP algorithm and the model-based SP al-
gorithm [35], the proposed ASSP algorithm has the following
distinctive features:
• The classical SP algorithm reconstructs one high-
dimensional sparse vector from one low-dimensional
measurement vector without exploiting the structured
sparsity of the sparse vector. The model-based SP al-
gorithm reconstructs one high-dimensional sparse vector
from one low-dimensional measurement vector by ex-
ploiting the structured sparsity of the sparse vector for
improved performance. In contrast, the proposed ASSP
algorithm recovers the high-dimensional sparse matrix
with the inherently structured sparsity from the low-
dimensional measurement matrix, whereby the inherently
structured sparsity of the sparse matrix is exploited for
the improved matrix reconstruction performance.
• Both the classical SP algorithm and model-based SP al-
gorithm require the sparsity level as the priori information
for reliable sparse signal reconstruction. In contrast, the
proposed ASSP algorithm does not need this priori infor-
mation, since it can adaptively acquire the sparsity level
of the structured sparse matrix. By exploiting the practical
physical property of wireless channels, the proposed stop-
ping criteria enable ASSP algorithm to estimate channels
with good mean square error (MSE) performance, which
will be detailed in Section IV-B. Moreover, simulation
Fig. 3. Space-time adaptive pilot scheme, where M = 128, NG = 2,
fd = 4, and the adjacent antenna spacing λ/2 are considered as an example.
(a) 2-D antenna array at the BS; (b) Space-time adaptive pilot scheme.
results in Section V verify its accurate acquisition of
channel sparsity level.
Hence, the conventional SP algorithm and model-based SP
algorithm can be considered as two special cases of the
proposed ASSP algorithm.
It should be pointed out that, most of the state-of-the-
art CS-based channel estimation schemes usually require the
channel sparsity level as the priori information for reliable
channel estimation [15], [17], [26]. In contrast, the proposed
ASSP algorithm removes this unrealistic assumption, since it
can adaptively acquire the sparsity level of wireless MIMO
channels.
C. Space-Time Adaptive Pilot Scheme
As we have demonstrated in Section II, the spatial common
sparsity of MIMO channels is due to the co-located antenna
array at the BS. However, for massive MIMO with large
antenna array, such common sparsity may not be ensured for
antennas spaced apart. To address this problem, we propose
that M transmit antennas are divided into NG antenna groups,
where MG = M/NG antennas with close distance in the
spatial domain are assigned to the same antenna group, so
that the spatial common sparsity of wireless MIMO channels
in each antenna group can be guaranteed. For example, we
consider the M = 128 planar antenna array as shown in Fig.
3 (a), which can be divided into two array groups according to
the criterion above. If we consider fc = 2 GHz, fs = 10 MHz,
and the maximum distance for a pair of antennas in each
antenna group as shown in Fig. 3 (a) is 4√2λ, their maxi-
mum difference of path delays from the common scatterer is
4
√
2λ
c = 4
√
2/fc = 0.0028 µs, which is negligible compared
with the system sample period Ts = 1/fs = 0.1 µs. For
a certain antenna group, pilots of different transmit antennas
are non-orthogonal and occupy the identical subcarriers, while
pilots of different antenna groups are orthogonal in the time
6domain or frequency domain, which can be illustrated in Fig.
3 (b). For the specific parameter NG, we should consider the
geometry and scale of the antenna array at the BS, fc, and fs.
On the other hand, wireless MIMO channels exhibit the
temporal correlation. Such temporal channel correlation indi-
cates that during the coherence time of path gains, channels
in several successive OFDM symbols can be considered to be
quasi-static, and the channel estimation in one OFDM symbol
can be used to estimate channels of several adjacent OFDM
symbols. This motivates us to further reduce the pilot overhead
and increase the available spectrum and energy resources for
effective data transmission. To be specific, as illustrated in Fig.
3, every fd adjacent OFDM symbols share the common pilots,
where fd is determined by the coherence time of path gains
or the mobility of served users.
By exploiting such temporal channel correlation, we can use
large fd to reduce the pilot overhead. To estimate channels
of OFDM symbols without pilots, we can use interpolation
algorithms according to the estimated channels of adjacent
OFDM symbols with pilots, e.g., we can adopt the linear
interpolation algorithm as follows
hˆm,r = [(fp + 1− r)hˆm,1 + (r − 1)hˆm,fp+1]/fp, (11)
where 1 < r ≤ fp, hˆm,1 and hˆm,fp+1 are the estimated chan-
nels of the first and (fp + 1)th OFDM symbols, respectively,
and hˆm,r is the interpolated channel estimation of the rth
OFDM symbol.
The proposed space-time adaptive pilot scheme considers
both the geometry of the antenna array at the BS and the
mobility of served users, which can achieve the reliable chan-
nel estimation and further reduce the required pilot overhead.
For the space-time adaptive pilot scheme, the proposed ASSP
algorithm is used at the user to estimate channels associated
with different transmit antennas in each antenna group, where
the received pilots associated with different antenna groups are
processed separately. In Section V, the simulation results will
show that the proposed space-time adaptive pilot scheme can
further reduce the required pilot overhead with a negligible
performance loss, even for the high speed scenario where the
users’ mobile velocity is 60 km/h.
D. Channel Estimation in Multi-Cell Massive MIMO
In this subsection, we extend the proposed channel esti-
mation scheme from the single-cell scenario to the multi-cell
scenario. We consider a cellular network composed of L = 7
hexagonal cells, each consisting of a central M -antenna BS
and K single-antenna users that share the same bandwidth,
where the users of the central target cell suffer from the
interference of the surrounding L − 1 interfering cells. One
straightforward solution to solve the pilot contamination from
the interfering cells is the frequency-division multiplexing
(FDM) scheme, i.e., pilots of adjacent cells are orthogonal
in the frequency domain. FDM scheme can perfectly mitigate
the pilot contamination if the training time used for channel
estimation is less than the channel coherence time, but it
can lead to the L times pilot overhead in multi-cell system
than that in single-cell system. An alternative solution is the
time-division multiplexing (TDM) scheme [36], where pilots
of adjacent cells are transmitted in different time slots. The
pilot overhead with TDM scheme in multi-cell scenario is the
same with that in single-cell scenario. However, the downlink
precoded data from adjacent cells may degrade the channel
estimation performance of users in the target cell. In Section
V, we will verify that the TDM scheme can be the viable
approach to mitigate the pilot contamination in multi-cell FDD
massive MIMO systems due to the obviously reduced pilot
overhead and the slightly performance loss compared to the
FDM scheme.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we first provide the design of the proposed
non-orthogonal pilot scheme for reliable channel estimation
under the framework of CS theory. Then we analyze the
convergence analysis and complexity of the proposed ASSP
algorithm.
A. Non-Orthogonal Pilot Design Under the Framework of CS
Theory
In CS theory, design of the sensing matrix Ψ in (9) is
very important to effectively and reliably compress the high-
dimensional sparse signal D. For the problem of channel
estimation, the design of Ψ is converted to the design of the
pilot placement ξ and the pilot sequences {pm}Mm=1, since
the sensing matrix Ψ is only determined by the parameters
ξ and {pm}Mm=1. According to CS theory, the small column
correlation of Ψ is desired for the reliable sparse signal
recovery [33], which enlightens us to appropriately design ξ
and {pm}Mm=1.
For the specific pilot design, we commence by considering
the design of {pm}Mm=1 to achieve the small cross-correlation
for columns of Ψl given any l, since this kind of cross-
correlation is only determined by {pm}Mm=1, i.e.,
(ψm1,l)
Hψm2,l = (Ψ
(m1)
l )
HΨ
(m2)
l = (Φ
(l)
m1)
HΦ
(l)
m2
= (pm1 ◦ F(l)p )H(pm2 ◦ F(l)p ) = (pm1)Hpm2 .(12)
where Fp = FL|ξ and 1 ≤ m1 < m2 ≤M .
To achieve the small
∣∣(ψm1,l)Hψm2,l∣∣, we consider
{θκ,m}Np,Mκ=1,m=1 to follow the independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) uniform distribution U [0, 2pi), where ejθκ,m
denotes the κth element of pm ∈ CNp×1. For the proposed
pilot sequences, the l2-norm of each column ofΨ is a constant,
i.e., ‖ψm,l‖2 =
√
Np. Meanwhile, we have
lim
Np→∞
∣∣(ψm1,l)Hψm2,l∣∣
‖ψm1,l‖2‖ψm2,l‖2
= lim
Np→∞
(pm1)
Hpm2
Np
= 0, (13)
which indicates that for the limited Np in practice, the pro-
posed pilot sequences can achieve the good cross-correlation
of columns of Ψl for any l according to the random matrix
theory (RMT).
Given the proposed {pm}Mm=1, we further investigate the
cross-correlation of ψm1,l1 and ψm2,l2 with l1 6= l2, which en-
lightens us to design ξ to achieve the small
∣∣(ψm1,l1)Hψm2,l2 ∣∣.
In typical massive MIMO systems (e.g., M ≥ 64), we usually
7have Np > L, which is due to the two following reasons.
First, since the number of pilots for estimating the channel
associated with one transmit antenna is at least one, the
number of the total pilot overhead Np can be at least 64.
Second, since the maximum channel delay spread is 3 ∼ 5 µs
and the typical system bandwidth is 10 MHz if we refer to
the LTE-Advanced system parameters, we have L ≤ 64 [12].
Based on the condition of Np > L, we propose to adopt the
widely used uniformly-spaced pilots with the pilot interval⌊
N
Np
⌋
to acquire the small
∣∣(ψm1,l1)Hψm2,l2∣∣. Specifically,
we consider ξ is selected from the set of {1, 2, · · · , N} with
the equal interval, and the inner product of ψm1,l1 and ψm2,l2
can be expressed as
(ψm1,l1)
Hψm2,l2 = (Φ
(l1)
m1 )
HΦ
(l2)
m2 = (pm1 ◦ F(l1)p )H(pm2 ◦ F(l2)p )
=
Np∑
κ=1
exp
(
j 2piN l1I (κ) + jθκ,m1
)H
× exp (j 2piN l2I (κ) + jθκ,m2)
=
Np∑
κ=1
exp
(
j 2piN l˜I (κ) + j∆θκ,m
)
,
(14)
where {I (κ)}Npκ=1 = ξ is the indices set of pilot subcarriers,
1 ≤ l˜ = l2 − l1 ≤ L − 1, and ∆θκ,m=θκ,m2−θκ,m1 .
Furthermore, since {I (κ)}Npκ=1 is selected from the set of
{1, 2, · · · , N} with the equal interval
⌊
N
Np
⌋
, I (κ) = I0 +
(κ − 1)
⌊
N
Np
⌋
for 1 ≤ κ ≤ Np, where I0 is the subcarrier
index of the first pilot with 1 ≤ I0 <
⌊
N
Np
⌋
. Hence, (14) can
be also expressed as
(ψm1,l1)
Hψm2,l2 =
Np∑
κ=1
exp
(
j 2piN l˜
(
I0 + (κ− 1)
⌊
N
Np
⌋)
+ j∆θκ,m
)
.
(15)
Let ε = NNp −
⌊
N
Np
⌋
with ε ∈ [0, 1), we can further obtain
(ψm1,l1)
Hψm2,l2 = c0
Np∑
κ=1
exp
(
j 2piN l˜κ
(
N
Np
− ε
)
+ j∆θκ,m
)
,
(16)
where c0 = exp
(
j 2piN l˜
(
I0 −
⌊
N
Np
⌋))
. To investigate∣∣(ψm1,l1)Hψm2,l2∣∣ with l1 6= l2, we consider the following
two cases. For the first case, if m1 = m2, then ∆θκ,m = 0,
and (16) can be simplified as
(ψm1,l1)
Hψm2,l2 = c0
Np∑
κ=1
exp
(
j 2piNp l˜κ (1− ηε)
)
, (17)
where η = NpN < 1 denotes the pilot occupation ratio. Thus,
ηε ≈ 0, and we can obtain
lim
Np→∞
(ψm1,l1)
Hψm2,l2
Np
= lim
Np→∞
c0
(
1− ej2pil˜(1−ηε)
)
Np
(
1− ej 2πNp l˜(1−ηε)
) = 0,
(18)
where ej
2π
Np
l˜(1−ηε) ≈ e
(
j 2π
Np
l˜
)
6= 1 guarantees the validity of
(18) due to 1 ≤ l˜ ≤ L− 1 and L < Np. For the second case,
if m1 6= m2, then (16) can be expressed as
(ψm1,l1)
Hψm2,l2 =
Np∑
κ=1
exp
(
jθ˜κ
)
, (19)
where θ˜κ = 2piN l˜I (κ)+∆θκ,m for 1 ≤ κ ≤ Np follow the
i.i.d. distribution U [0, 2pi). Similar to (13), we further have
lim
Np→∞
(ψm1,l1 )
Hψm2,l2
Np
= lim
Np→∞
Np∑
κ=1
exp(jθ˜κ)
Np
= 0. (20)
According to RMT, the asymptotic orthogonality of (13),
(18), and (20) indicates that the proposed ξ and {pm}Mm=1 can
achieve the good cross-correlation between any two columns
ofΨ with the limited Np in practice. Moreover, compared with
the conventional random pilot placement scheme widely used
in CS-based channel estimation schemes [23], the proposed
uniformly-spaced pilot placement scheme can be more easily
implemented in practical systems due to its regular pattern.
Moreover, it can also facilitate massive MIMO to be backward
compatible with current cellular networks, since the uniformly-
spaced pilot placement scheme has been widely used in ex-
isting cellular networks [13]. Finally, its reliable sparse signal
recovery performance can be verified through simulations in
Section V.
B. Convergence Analysis of Proposed ASSP Algorithm
For the proposed ASSP algorithm, we first provide the
convergence with the correct sparsity level s = P . Then we
provide the convergence for the case of s 6= P , where the
proposed stopping criteria are also discussed. It should be
pointed out that conventional SP algorithm and model-based
SP algorithm analyze the convergence for the recovery of a
single sparse vector. By contrast, we provide the convergence
for the reconstruction of structured sparse matrix.
The convergence for the case of s = P can be guaranteed
due to the following theorem.
Theorem 1. For Y = ΨD+W and the ASSP algorithm with
the sparsity level s = P , we have∥∥∥D−Dˆ∥∥∥
F
≤ cP ‖W‖F , (21)∥∥Rk∥∥
F
< c′P
∥∥Rk−1∥∥
F
+ c′′P ‖W‖F , (22)
where Dˆ is the estimation of D with s = P , and cP , c′P , and
c′′P are constants.
Here cP , c′P , and c′′P are determined by the structured
restricted isometry property (SRIP) constants δP , δ2P , and
δ3P , which will be further detailed in Appendix A. The proof
of Theorem 1 will be provided in Appendix A.
Moreover, we investigate the convergence of the case with
s 6= P . We considerD = D〉s+(D− D〉s), where the matrix
D〉s preserves the largest s sub-matrices {Dl}Ll=1 according
to their F -norms and sets other sub-matrices to 0. In this way,
(9) can be further expressed as
Y = ΨD〉s +Ψ (D− D〉s) +W = ΨD〉s +W′, (23)
where W′ = Ψ (D− D〉s) +W. For the case of s 6= P , we
may not reliably reconstruct the P -sparse signal D even the
s-sparse signal
⌣
Ds is estimated. However, with the appropriate
SRIP, Theorem 1 indicates that we can acquire partial correct
support set from the estimated s-sparse matrix, i.e., Ωs∩ΩT 6=
φ, where Ωs is the support set of the estimated s-sparse matrix,
8ΩT is the true support set of D, and φ denotes the null set.
Hence Ωs ∩ ΩT 6= φ can reduce the number of iterations for
the convergence with the sparsity level s + 1, since the first
iteration with the sparsity level s + 1 uses Ωs as the priori
information (Step 2.2 in Algorithm 1). It should be pointed
out that the proof of Theorem 1 does not rely on the estimated
support set with the last sparsity level.
Additionally, by exploiting the practical channel property,
the proposed stopping criteria enable ASSP algorithm to
achieve good MSE performance, and we will discuss the
proposed stopping criteria as follows. The stopping criterion∥∥Rk∥∥
F
> ‖Rs−1‖F is clear as it implies that the residue
of the current sparsity level is larger than that of the last
sparsity level, and stopping the iteration can help the algorithm
to acquire the good MSE performance. On the other hand,
the stopping criterion
∥∥∥⌣Dl˜∥∥∥
F
≤ √MGRpth implies that the
l˜th path is dominated by AWGN. That is to say, the channel
sparsity level is over estimated, although MSE performance
with the current sparsity level is better than that with the last
sparsity level. Actually, the improvement of MSE performance
is due to “reconstructing” noise.
C. Computational Complexity of ASSP Algorithm
In each iteration of the proposed ASSP algorithm, the
computational complexity mainly comes from the several
operations as follows, where the space-time adaptive pilot
scheme with MG transmit antennas in each antenna group
is considered. For Step 2.1, the correlation operation has the
complexity of O(RLMGNp). For Step 2.2, both the support
merger and Πs (·) have the complexity of O(L) [38], [39],
while the norm operation has the complexity of O(RLMG).
For Step 2.3, the Moore-Penrose matrix inversion operation
has the complexity of O(2Np(MGs)2+(MGs)3) [40], Πs (·)
has the complexity of O(L), and the norm operation has
the complexity of O(RLMG). For Step 2.4, the Moore-
Penrose matrix inversion operation has the complexity of
O(2Np(MGs)2 + (MGs)3). For Step 2.5, the residue update
has the complexity of O(RLMGNp). To quantitatively com-
pare the computational complexity of different operations, we
consider the parameters used in Fig. 4 when the performance
of the proposed ASSP algorithm approaches that of the oracle
LS algorithm. In this case, the ratios of the complexity of the
correlation operation, the support merger or Πs (·) operation,
the norm operation, and the residue update to that of the
Moore-Penrose matrix inversion operation are 2.3 × 10−2,
1.7×10−6, 5.7×10−5, and 2.3×10−2, respectively. Therefore,
the main computational complexity of the ASSP algorithm
comes from the Moore-Penrose matrix inversion operation
with the complexity of O(2Np(MGs)2 + (MGs)3).
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, a simulation study was carried out to
investigate the performance of the proposed channel estima-
tion scheme for FDD massive MIMO systems. To provide
a benchmark for performance comparison, we consider the
oracle LS algorithm by assuming the true channel support set
Fig. 4. MSE performance comparison of different channel estimation
algorithms against pilot overhead ratio and SNR.
known at the user and the oracle ASSP algorithm3 by assuming
the true channel sparsity level known at the user. Moreover,
to investigate the performance gain from the exploitation of
the spatial common sparsity of CIRs, we provide the MSE
performance of adaptive subspace pursuit (ASP) algorithm,
which is a special case of the proposed ASSP algorithm
without leveraging such spatial common sparsity of CIRs.
Simulation system parameters were set as: system carrier was
fc = 2 GHz, system bandwidth was fs = 10 MHz, DFT
size was N = 4096, and the length of the guard interval was
Ng = 64, which could combat the maximum delay spread of
6.4 µs [12], [41]. We consider the 4 × 16 planar antenna array
(M = 64), and MG = 32 is considered to guarantee the spatial
common sparsity of channels in each antenna group, the num-
ber of pilots to estimate channels for one antenna group is Np,
and the pilot overhead ratio is ηp = (NpM)/(NfpMG). The
International Telecommunications Union Vehicular-A (ITU-
VA) channel model with P = 6 paths was adopted [12].
Finally, pth was set as 0.1, 0.08, 0.06, 0.05, and 0.04 for
SNR = 10 dB, 15 dB, 20 dB, 25 dB, and 30 dB, respectively.
Fig. 4 compares the MSE performance of the ASSP algo-
rithm, the oracle ASSP algorithm, the ASP algorithm, and
the oracle LS algorithm over static ITU-VA channel. In the
simulation, we only consider the channel estimation for one
OFDM symbol with R = 1 and fp = 1. From Fig. 4, it
can be observed that the ASP algorithm performs poorly. The
proposed ASSP algorithm outperforms the ASP algorithm,
since the spatial common sparsity of MIMO channels is
leveraged for the enhanced channel estimation performance.
Moreover, for ηp ≥ 19.04%, the ASSP algorithm and the or-
acle ASSP algorithm have the similar MSE performance, and
their performance approaches that of the oracle LS algorithm.
This indicates that the proposed ASSP algorithm can reliably
3The oracle ASSP algorithm is a special case of the proposed ASSP
algorithm, where the initial channel sparsity level s is set to the true
channel sparsity level, Step 2.8 is not performed, the stopping criterion is
∥∥Rk−1
∥∥
F
≤
∥∥Rk
∥∥
F
, and D̂ =
⌣
D
k−1
in Step 3.
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Fig. 5. Estimated channel sparsity level of the proposed ASSP algorithm against SNR and pilot overhead ratio.
Fig. 6. MSE performance comparison of the proposed pilot placement
scheme and the conventional random pilot placement scheme.
acquire the channel sparsity level and the support set for
ηp ≥ 19.04%. Moreover, the low pilot overhead implies that
the average pilot overhead to estimate the channel associated
with one transmit antenna is Np avg = Np/MG = 12.18,
which approaches 2P = 12, the minimum number of obser-
vations to reliably recover a P -sparse signal [37]. Therefore,
the good sparse signal recovery performance of the proposed
non-orthogonal pilot scheme and the near-optimal channel
estimation performance of the proposed ASSP algorithm are
confirmed.
From Fig. 4, we observe that the ASSP algorithm out-
performs the oracle ASSP algorithm for ηp < 19.04%, and
its performance is even better than the performance bound
obtained by the oracle LS algorithm with Np avg < 2P
at SNR = 10 dB. This is because the ASSP algorithm
can adaptively acquire the effective channel sparsity level,
denoted by Peff , instead of P can be used to achieve better
channel estimation performance. Consider ηp = 17.09% at
SNR = 10 dB as an example, we can find that Peff = 5 with
high probability for the ASSP algorithm if we refer to Fig. 5.
Hence, the average pilot overhead for each transmit antenna
Np avg = Np/MG = 10.9 is still larger than 2Peff = 10. From
the analysis above, we come to the conclusion that, when Np is
insufficient to estimate channels with P , the ASSP algorithm
will estimate sparse channels with Peff < P , where path gains
accounting for the majority of the channel energy will be
estimated, while those with the small energy are discarded
as noise. It should be pointed out that the MSE performance
fluctuation of the ASSP algorithm at SNR = 10 dB is caused
by the fact that Peff increases from 5 to 6 when ηp increases,
which leads some strong noise to be estimated as the channel
paths, and thus degrades the MSE performance.
Fig. 5 depicts the estimated channel sparsity level of the
proposed ASSP algorithm against SNR and pilot overhead
ratio, where the vertical axis and the horizontal axis represent
the used pilot overhead ratio and the adaptively estimated
channel sparsity level, respectively, and the chroma denotes
the probability of the estimated channel sparsity level. In the
simulation, we consider R = 1 and fp = 1 without exploiting
the temporal channel correlation. Clearly, the proposed ASSP
algorithm can acquire the true channel sparsity level with high
probability when SNR and pilot overhead ratio increase. More-
over, even in the case of insufficient number of pilots which
cannot guarantee the reliable recovery of sparse channels, the
proposed ASSP algorithm can still acquire the channel sparsity
level with a slight deviation from the true channel sparsity
level.
Fig. 6 compares the MSE performance of the proposed
pilot placement scheme and the conventional random pilot
placement scheme [23], where the proposed ASSP algorithm
and the oracle LS algorithm are used. In the simulation, we
consider R = 1, fp = 1, and ηp = 19.53 %. Clearly, the
proposed pilot placement scheme and the conventional random
pilot placement scheme have very similar performance. Due
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Fig. 7. MSE performance comparison of the ASSP algorithm with different
R’s over time-varying ITU-VA channel with the mobile speed of 60 km/h.
to the regular pilot placement, the proposed uniformly-spaced
pilot placement scheme can be more easily implemented in
practical systems. Moreover, the uniformly-spaced pilot place-
ment scheme has been used in LTE-Advanced systems, which
can facilitate massive MIMO to be backward compatible with
current cellular networks [13].
Fig. 7 provides the MSE performance comparison of the
proposed ASSP algorithm with (R = 4) and without (R = 1)
exploiting the temporal common support of wireless channels,
where the time-varying ITU-VA channel with the user’s mobile
speed of 60 km/h is considered. In the simulation, fp = 1,
and R = 1 or 4 denotes the joint processing of the received
pilot signals in R successive OFDM symbols. It can be
observed that the channel estimation exploiting the temporal
channel correlation performs better than that without consid-
ering such channel property, especially at low SNR, since
more measurements can be used for the improved channel
estimation performance. Additionally, by jointly estimating
MIMO channels associated with multiple OFDM symbols,
we can further reduce the required computational complexity.
To be specific, the main computational burden comes from
the Moore-Penrose matrix inversion operation as discussed in
Section IV-C, and the joint processing of received pilot signals
in R OFDM symbols can share the Moore-Penrose matrix
inversion operation, which indicates that the complexity can be
reduced to 1/R of the complexity without using the temporal
channel correlation.
Fig. 8 investigates the performance of the proposed space-
time adaptive pilot scheme with different fp’s in practical
massive MIMO systems, where R = 1, the time-varying ITU-
VA channel with the user’s mobile speed of 60 km/h is
considered, and the pilot overhead ratios with different fp’s
are provided. In the simulation, fd = 1 and fd = 5 are
considered, and the linear interpolation algorithm is used to
estimate channels for OFDM symbols without pilots. From
Fig. 8, it can be observed that the case with fd = 5 only
suffers from a negligible performance loss compared to that
Fig. 8. MSE performance comparison of ASSP algorithm with different fd’s
over time-varying ITU-VA channel with the mobile speed of 60 km/h.
Fig. 9. MSE performance comparison of different channel estimation
schemes for FDD massive MIMO systems.
with fd = 1 at SNR = 30 dB. While for SNR ≤ 20 dB,
the case with fd = 5 is better than that with fd = 1,
since the linear interpolation can reduce the effective noise.
By exploiting the temporal channel correlation, the proposed
space-time adaptive pilot scheme can substantially reduce the
required pilot overhead for channel estimation without the
obvious performance loss.
Fig. 9 provides the MSE performance comparison of several
channel estimation schemes for FDD massive MIMO systems,
where we consider the channel estimation for one OFDM
symbol with R = 1 and fp = 1. The Cramer-Rao lower bound
(CRLB) of conventional linear channel estimation schemes
(e.g., minimum mean square error (MMSE) algorithm and
LS algorithm) is also plotted as the performance benchmark,
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Fig. 10. BER performance comparison of different channel estimation
schemes for FDD massive MIMO systems.
where CRLB = 1/SNR [15]. The ASP algorithm does not
perform well due to the insufficient pilots. The time-frequency
joint training based scheme [15] works poorly since the mutual
interferences of time-domain training sequences of different
transmit antennas degrade the channel estimation performance
when M is large. Both the MMSE algorithm [10] and the
proposed ASSP algorithm achieves 9 dB gain over the scheme
proposed in [15], and both of them approach the CRLB of
conventional linear algorithms. It is worth mentioning that the
proposed scheme enjoys the significantly reduced pilot over-
head compared with the MMSE algorithm, since the MMSE
algorithm work well only when (8) is well-determined or over-
determined. Finally, since the proposed ASSP algorithm can
adaptively acquire the channel sparsity level and discards the
multipath components buried by the noise at low SNR for
improved channel estimation, we can find the proposed scheme
even works better than the oracle ASSP algorithm at low SNR.
Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 compare the downlink bit error rate
(BER) performance and average achievable throughput per
user, respectively, where the BS using zero-forcing (ZF) pre-
coding is assumed to know the estimated downlink channels.
In the simulations, the BS with M = 64 antennas simultane-
ously serves K = 8 users using 16-QAM, and the ZF precod-
ing is based on the estimated channels corresponding to Fig.
9 under the same setup. It can be observed that the proposed
channel estimation scheme outperforms its counterparts.
Fig. 12 compares the average achievable throughput per user
of different pilot decontamination schemes. In the simulations,
we consider a multi-cell massive MIMO system with L = 7,
M = 64, K = 8 sharing the same bandwidth, where the
average achievable throughput per user in the central target
cell suffering from the pilot contamination is investigated.
Moreover, we consider R = 1, fd = 7, the path loss factor is
3.8 dB/km, the cell radius is 1 km, the distance D between the
BS and its users can be from 100 m to 1 km, the SNR (the
power of the unprecoded signal from the BS is considered
in SNR) for cell-edge user is 10 dB, the mobile speed of
Fig. 11. Comparison of average achievable throughput per user of different
channel estimation schemes for FDD massive MIMO systems.
Fig. 12. Comparison of average achievable throughput per user of different
pilot decontamination schemes for multi-cell FDD massive MIMO systems.
users is 3 km/h. The BSs using zero-forcing (ZF) precoding
is assumed to know the estimated downlink channels achieved
by the proposed ASSP algorithm. For the FDM scheme, pilots
of L = 7 cells are orthogonal in the frequency domain. The
optimal performance is achieved by the FDM scheme when the
users are static. Pilots of L = 7 cells in TDM are transmitted
in L = 7 successive different time slots. In TDM scheme, the
channel estimation of users in central target cells suffers from
the precoded downlink data transmission of other cells, where
two cases are considered. The “cell-edge” case indicates that
when users in the central target cell estimate the channels,
the precoded downlink data transmission in other cells can
guarantee SNR = 10 dB for their cell-edge users. While
the “ergodic” case indicates that when users in the central
target cell estimate the channels, the precoded downlink data
transmission in other cells can guarantee SNR = 10 dB for
their users with the the ergodic distance D from 100 m to 1
km. The negligible performance gap between the FDM scheme
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and the optimal one is due to the variation of time-varying
channels, but it suffers from the high pilot overhead. The
TDM scheme with the “cell-edge” case performs worst. While
the performance of the TDM scheme with the “ergodic” case
approaches that of the optimal one. The simulation results
in Fig. 12 indicates that the TDM scheme with low pilot
overhead can achieve the good performance when dealing
the pilot contamination in multi-cell FDD massive MIMO
systems. Moreover, if some appropriate scheduling strategies
are considered [36], the performance of the TDM scheme can
be further improved.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed the SCS-based spatio-
temporal joint channel estimation scheme for FDD massive
MIMO systems, whereby the intrinsically spatio-temporal
common sparsity of wireless MIMO channels is exploited
to reduce the pilot overhead. First, the non-orthogonal pilot
scheme at the BS and the ASSP algorithm at the user can
reliably estimate channels with significantly reduced pilot
overhead. Then, the space-time adaptive pilot scheme can
further reduce the required pilot overhead according to the
mobility of users. Moreover, we discuss the proposed channel
estimation scheme in multi-cell scenario. Additionally, we
discuss the non-orthogonal pilot design to achieve the reliable
channel estimation under the framework of CS theory, and the
convergence analysis as well as the complexity analysis of the
proposed ASSP algorithm are also provided. Simulation results
have shown that the proposed channel estimation scheme
can achieve much better channel estimation performance than
its counterparts with substantially reduced pilot overhead,
and it only suffers from a negligible performance loss when
compared with the performance bound.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem 1
We first provide the definition of SRIP forΨ in our problem
Y = ΨD +W (9), where D has the structured sparsity as
illustrated in (10). Particularly, the SRIP can be expressed as
√
1− δ ‖DΩ‖F ≤ ‖ΨΩDΩ‖F ≤
√
1 + δ ‖DΩ‖F , (24)
where δ ∈ [0, 1), Ω is an arbitrary set with |Ω|c ≤ P , and
δP is the infimum of all δ satisfying (24). Note that for (24),
Ψ = [Ψ1,Ψ2, · · · ,ΨL] ∈ CNp×ML with Ψl ∈ CNp×M for
1 ≤ l ≤ L, D = [DT1 ,DT2 , · · · ,DTL]T ∈ CML×R with Dl ∈
CM×R for 1 ≤ l ≤ L, ΨΩ =
[
ΨΩ(1),ΨΩ(2), · · · ,ΨΩ(|Ω|c)
]
and DΩ =
[
DTΩ(1),D
T
Ω(2), · · · ,DTΩ(|Ω|c)
]T
, and Ω(1) <
Ω(2) < · · · < Ω(|Ω|c) are elements in the set Ω. Clearly,
for two different sparsity levels P1 and P2 with P1 < P2, we
have δP1 ≤ δP2 . Moreover, for two sets with Ω1 ∩ Ω2 = φ
and the structured sparse matrix D with the support set Ω2,
we have∥∥ΨHΩ1ΨD∥∥F = ∥∥ΨHΩ1ΨΩ2DΩ2∥∥F ≤ δ|Ω1|c+|Ω2|c‖D‖F ,(25)
(1− δ|Ω1|c+|Ω2|c√
(1−δ|Ω1|c
)(1−δ|Ω2|c
)
)‖ΨΩ2DΩ2‖F
≤
∥∥∥(I−ΨΩ1Ψ†Ω1)ΨΩ2DΩ2∥∥∥F ≤ ‖ΨΩ2DΩ2‖F , (26)
which will be proven in Appendix B and C, respectively.
To prove (21), we need to investigate the upper bound of∥∥∥D−Dˆ∥∥∥
F
, which can be expressed as∥∥∥D− Dˆ∥∥∥
F
≤
∥∥∥DΩˆ −Ψ†ΩˆY∥∥∥F +
∥∥∥DΩT /Ωˆ∥∥∥F
=
∥∥∥DΩˆ −Ψ†Ωˆ(ΨΩTDΩT +W)∥∥∥F +
∥∥∥DΩT /Ωˆ∥∥∥F
≤
∥∥∥DΩˆ −Ψ†ΩˆΨΩTDΩT ∥∥∥F +
∥∥∥Ψ†
Ωˆ
W
∥∥∥
F
+
∥∥∥DΩT /Ωˆ∥∥∥F
=
∥∥∥Ψ†
Ωˆ
ΨΩT /Ωˆ
DΩT /Ωˆ
∥∥∥
F
+
∥∥∥Ψ†
Ωˆ
W
∥∥∥
F
+
∥∥∥DΩT /Ωˆ∥∥∥F ,(27)
where Ωˆ is the estimated support set, ΩT is the correct
support set, and ΩT /Ωˆ denotes a set whose elements be-
long to ΩT except for Ωˆ. The first inequality is due to
‖D‖2F =
∥∥DΩˆ∥∥2F +
∥∥∥DΩT /Ωˆ
∥∥∥2
F
. The second equality is
due to ΨΩTDΩT = ΨΩT /ΩˆDΩT /Ωˆ + ΨΩT∩ΩˆDΩT∩Ωˆ and
DΩˆ = Ψ
†
Ωˆ
ΨΩT∩ΩˆDΩT∩Ωˆ.
For
∥∥∥Ψ†
Ωˆ
ΨΩT /ΩˆDΩT /Ωˆ
∥∥∥
F
, we have∥∥∥Ψ†
Ωˆ
ΨΩT /Ωˆ
DΩT /Ωˆ
∥∥∥
F
=
∥∥∥(ΨHΩˆΨΩˆ)−1ΨHΩˆΨΩT /ΩˆDΩT /Ωˆ∥∥∥F ≤ δ2P1−δP
∥∥∥DΩT /Ωˆ∥∥∥F ,(28)
where the inequality of (28) is due to (24) and (25). Similarly,
we have
∥∥∥Ψ†
Ωˆ
W
∥∥∥
F
≤
√
1+δP
1−δP ‖W‖F . Thus we have∥∥∥D− Dˆ∥∥∥
F
≤ 1−δP+δ2P
1−δP
∥∥∥DΩT /Ωˆ∥∥∥F +
√
1+δP
1−δP
‖W‖F . (29)
Then we will investigate the relationship between
∥∥∥DΩT /Ωˆ
∥∥∥
F
and ‖W‖F . It should be pointed out that, after we get Ωˆ, we
have
∥∥Rk−1∥∥
F
≤
∥∥Rk∥∥
F
, which inspires us to first study the
relationship between
∥∥Rk∥∥
F
and
∥∥Rk−1∥∥
F
.
For
∥∥Rk∥∥
F
, we can obtain∥∥Rk∥∥
F
=
∥∥∥ΨD+W−ΨΩ˜kΨ†Ω˜k(ΨD+W)∥∥∥F
≤
∥∥∥(I−ΨΩ˜kΨ†Ω˜k )ΨΩT /Ω˜kDΩT /Ω˜k∥∥∥F+
∥∥∥W−ΨΩ˜kΨ†Ω˜kW∥∥∥F
≤
∥∥∥ΨΩT /Ω˜kDΩT /Ω˜k∥∥∥F+‖W‖F
≤ √1+δP
∥∥∥DΩT /Ω˜k∥∥∥F+‖W‖F . (30)
where we have ΨD=ΨΩT∩Ω˜kDΩT∩Ω˜k+ΨΩT /Ω˜kDΩT /Ω˜k ,
ΨΩT∩Ω˜kDΩT∩Ω˜k=ΨΩ˜kΨ
†
Ω˜k
ΨΩT∩Ω˜kDΩT∩Ω˜k , and the sec-
ond inequality is due to (26) and
∥∥∥W−ΨΩ˜kΨ†Ω˜kW
∥∥∥
F
≤
‖W‖F .
On the other hand, we consider
∥∥Rk−1∥∥
F
, which can be
expressed as∥∥Rk−1∥∥
F
≥
∥∥∥(I−ΨΩ˜kΨ†Ω˜k )ΨΩT /Ω˜k−1DΩT /Ω˜k−1∥∥∥F−‖W‖F
≥ 1−δP−δ2P
1−δP
∥∥∥ΨΩT /Ω˜k−1DΩT /Ω˜k−1∥∥∥F−‖W‖F
≥ 1−δP−δ2P√
1−δP
∥∥∥DΩT /Ω˜k−1∥∥∥F−‖W‖F , (31)
where the second inequality is due to (26).
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To further investigate the relationship between (30) and
(31), we will derive the relationship between
∥∥∥DΩT /Ω˜k
∥∥∥
F
and
∥∥∥DΩT /Ω˜k−1
∥∥∥
F
. For convenience, we denote Ω∆ =
Πs
(
{‖Zl‖F }Ll=1
)
in Step 2.3 of Algorithm 1, then we can
get∥∥ΨHΩ∆Rk−1∥∥F = ∥∥∥ΨHΩ∆(Y −ΨΩ˜k−1Ψ†Ω˜k−1Y)∥∥∥F
=
∥∥∥ΨHΩ∆(ΨD+W −ΨΩ˜k−1Ψ†Ω˜k−1(ΨD+W))∥∥∥F
≤
∥∥∥ΨHΩ∆(ΨD−ΨΩ˜k−1Ψ†Ω˜k−1ΨD)∥∥∥F
+
∥∥∥ΨHΩ∆(W−ΨΩ˜k−1Ψ†Ω˜k−1W)∥∥∥F . (32)
For the first part of the right-hand in the inequality of (32),
we denote R′k−1 = ΨD−Ψ
Ω˜k−1
Ψ
†
Ω˜k−1
ΨD, and
R
′k−1= (I−Ψ
Ω˜k−1
Ψ
†
Ω˜k−1
)(ΨΩT /Ω˜k−1DΩT /Ω˜k−1
+ΨΩT ∩Ω˜k−1DΩT∩Ω˜k−1)
= [ΨΩT /Ω˜k−1 ,ΨΩ˜k−1 ]
[
D
ΩT /Ω˜
k−1
−Ψ†
Ω˜k−1
ΨΩT /Ω˜k−1
DΩT /Ω˜k−1
]
= ΨΩT∪Ω˜k−1D˜
k−1,
(33)
where Ψ
ΩT∪Ω˜k−1 = [ΨΩT /Ω˜k−1 ,ΨΩ˜k−1 ] and
D˜k−1 = [DT
ΩT /Ω˜k−1
,−(Ψ†
Ω˜k−1
ΨΩT /Ω˜k−1DΩT /Ω˜k−1)
T]T.
The second equality of (33) is due to ΨΩT∩Ω˜k−1DΩT∩Ω˜k−1 −
Ψ
Ω˜k−1
Ψ
†
Ω˜k−1
ΨΩT∩Ω˜k−1DΩT∩Ω˜k−1 = 0. It should be pointed
out that if W = 0, we have R′k−1 = Rk−1. For the second
part of the right-hand in the inequality of (32), we have∥∥∥ΨHΩ∆(W −ΨΩ˜k−1Ψ†Ω˜k−1W)∥∥∥F
=
∥∥∥ΨHΩ∆(I−ΨΩ˜k−1Ψ†Ω˜k−1)W∥∥∥F ≤ √1 + δP ‖W‖F .(34)
By substituting (33) and (34) into (32), we have∥∥ΨHΩ∆Rk−1∥∥F ≤ ∥∥∥ΨHΩ∆ΨΩT∪Ω˜k−1D˜k−1∥∥∥F +√1 + δP ‖W‖F
=
∥∥∥ΨHΩ∆R′k−1∥∥∥
F
+
√
1 + δP ‖W‖F ,
(35)
On the other hand, we have∥∥ΨHΩ∆Rk−1∥∥F ≥ ∥∥ΨHΩTRk−1∥∥F
≥
∥∥∥ΨHΩT (ΨD−ΨΩ˜k−1Ψ†Ω˜k−1ΨD)∥∥∥F
−
∥∥∥ΨHΩT (W −ΨΩ˜k−1Ψ†Ω˜k−1W)∥∥∥F
≥
∥∥∥ΨHΩTR′k−1 ∥∥∥
F
−√1 + δP ‖W‖F .
(36)
Combining (35) and (36), we have∥∥∥ΨHΩ∆R′k−1∥∥∥
F
≥
∥∥∥ΨHΩTR′k−1 ∥∥∥
F
− 2√1 + δP ‖W‖F . (37)
Due to the following inequality∥∥∥ΨHΩ∆R′k−1∥∥∥
F
≥
∥∥∥ΨHΩTR′k−1∥∥∥
F
≥
∥∥∥ΨHΩT /Ω˜k−1R′k−1
∥∥∥
F
,
(38)
(37) can be further expressed as the following inequality by
removing the common set of Ω∆ and ΩT /Ω˜k−1, i.e.,∥∥∥ΨHΩ∆/ΩTR′k−1∥∥∥F ≥
∥∥∥ΨH{ΩT /Ω˜k−1}/Ω∆R′k−1∥∥∥F − 2√1 + δP ‖W‖F ,(39)
here
∥∥∥ΨH{ΩT /Ω˜k−1}/Ω∆R′k−1
∥∥∥
F
can be expressed as
∥∥∥ΨH{ΩT /Ω˜k−1}/Ω∆R′k−1∥∥∥F =
∥∥∥ΨH
ΩT /Ω˜
′kR
′k−1
∥∥∥
F
=
∥∥∥ΨH
ΩT /Ω˜
′kΨΩT∪Ω˜k−1
D˜
k−1
∥∥∥
F
=
∥∥∥ΨH
ΩT /Ω˜
′k(Ψ{ΩT∪Ω˜k−1}/{ΩT /Ω˜
′k}D˜
k−1
{ΩT∪Ω˜
k−1}/{ΩT /Ω˜
′k}
+ ΨΩT /Ω˜′kD˜
k−1
ΩT /Ω˜
′k
)
∥∥∥
F
≥
∥∥∥ΨH
ΩT /Ω˜
′kΨΩT /Ω˜
′kD˜
k−1
ΩT /Ω˜
′k
∥∥∥
F
−
∥∥∥ΨH
ΩT /Ω˜
′kΨ{ΩT∪Ω˜k−1}/{ΩT /Ω˜
′k}D˜
k−1
{ΩT∪Ω˜
k−1}/{ΩT /Ω˜
′k}
∥∥∥
F
≥ (1− δP )
∥∥∥D˜k−1
ΩT /Ω˜
′k
∥∥∥
F
− δ3P
∥∥∥D˜k−1∥∥∥
F
= (1− δP )
∥∥∥DΩT /Ω˜′k∥∥∥F − δ3P
∥∥∥D˜k−1∥∥∥
F
,
(40)
where the first equality is due to Ω∆ ∩ Ω˜k−1 = φ and
Ω∆ ∪ Ω˜k−1 = Ω˜′k, the second equality is due to (33), and
the last equality is due to the definition of D˜k−1. Since∥∥∥ΨHΩ∆/ΩTR′k−1
∥∥∥
F
=
∥∥∥ΨHΩ∆/ΩTΨΩT∪Ω˜k−1D˜k−1
∥∥∥
F
≤
δ3P
∥∥∥D˜k−1∥∥∥
F
, by substituting (40) into (39), we have
(1 − δP )
∥∥∥D
ΩT /Ω˜
′k
∥∥∥
F
≤ 2δ3P
∥∥∥D˜k−1∥∥∥
F
+ 2
√
1 + δP ‖W‖F .
(41)
It should be pointed out that for
∥∥∥D˜k−1∥∥∥
F
, we can further get
∥∥∥D˜k−1∥∥∥
F
≤
∥∥∥DΩT /Ω˜k−1∥∥∥F +
∥∥∥Ψ†
Ω˜k−1
ΨΩT /Ω˜k−1
DΩT /Ω˜k−1
∥∥∥
F
=
∥∥∥DΩT /Ω˜k−1∥∥∥F
+
∥∥∥(ΨHΩ˜k−1ΨΩ˜k−1)−1ΨHΩ˜k−1ΨΩT /Ω˜k−1DΩT /Ω˜k−1∥∥∥F
≤
∥∥∥DΩT /Ω˜k−1∥∥∥F + δ2P1−δP
∥∥∥DΩT /Ω˜k−1∥∥∥F
= 1−δP+δ2P
1−δP
∥∥∥DΩT /Ω˜k−1∥∥∥F , (42)
where the first inequality is due to the definition of D˜k−1. By
substituting (41) into (42), we have∥∥∥DΩT /Ω˜k−1∥∥∥F ≥ (1−δP )22δ3P (1−δP+δ2P )
∥∥∥DΩT /Ω˜′k∥∥∥F
−
√
1+δP (1−δP )
δ3P (1−δP+δ2P )
‖W‖F .
(43)
Then, we investigate DΩT /Ω˜k , which can be expressed as∥∥∥DΩT /Ω˜k∥∥∥F =
∥∥∥DΩT∩{Ω˜′k/Ω˜k}+ΩT /Ω˜′k∥∥∥F
≤
∥∥∥DΩT∩{Ω˜′k/Ω˜k}∥∥∥F +
∥∥∥DΩT /Ω˜′k∥∥∥F
=
∥∥∥DΩ˜′k/Ω˜k∥∥∥
F
+
∥∥∥DΩT /Ω˜′k∥∥∥F ,
(44)
where we use the fact that Ω˜k ⊂ Ω˜′k. For
∥∥∥DΩ˜′k/Ω˜k∥∥∥
F
, we
can further obtain∥∥∥DΩ˜′k/Ω˜k∥∥∥
F
=
∥∥∥⌣DΩ˜′k∩{Ω˜′k/Ω˜k} +EΩ˜′k/Ω˜k∥∥∥F
≤
∥∥∥⌣DΩ˜′k∩{Ω˜′k/Ω˜k}∥∥∥
F
+
∥∥∥EΩ˜′k/Ω˜k∥∥∥
F
≤
∥∥∥⌣DΩ˜′k∩Ω′∥∥∥
F
+
∥∥∥EΩ˜′k/Ω˜k∥∥∥
F
=
∥∥DΩ˜′k∩Ω′ −EΩ′∥∥F + ∥∥∥EΩ˜′k/Ω˜k∥∥∥F
≤ ‖DΩ′‖F + ‖EΩ′‖F +
∥∥∥EΩ˜′k/Ω˜k∥∥∥
F
= 0+ ‖EΩ′‖F +
∥∥∥EΩ˜′k/Ω˜k∥∥∥
F≤ 2‖E‖F ,
(45)
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where we introduce the error variableE = DΩ˜′k−
⌣
DΩ˜′k (
⌣
DΩ˜′k
is obtained in Step 2.3 of Algorithm 1), and Ω′ is an arbitrary
set satisfying |Ω′|c = P , Ω′ ⊂ Ω˜
′k
, and Ω′ ∩ ΩT = φ. The
second inequality in (45) is due to the fact that Ω˜′k/Ω˜k is the
discarded support in the step of support pruning in Algorithm
1. According to the definition of E, we further obtain
‖E‖F =
∥∥∥DΩ˜′k − ⌣DΩ˜′k∥∥∥
F
=
∥∥∥DΩ˜′k −Ψ†Ω˜′kY∥∥∥F
=
∥∥∥DΩ˜′k −Ψ†Ω˜′k(ΨD+W)∥∥∥F
≤
∥∥∥DΩ˜′k −Ψ†Ω˜′kΨD∥∥∥F+
∥∥∥Ψ†
Ω˜
′k
W
∥∥∥
F
=
∥∥∥DΩ˜′k −Ψ†Ω˜′kΨΩTDΩT ∥∥∥F+
∥∥∥Ψ†
Ω˜
′k
W
∥∥∥
F
.
(46)
For
∥∥∥DΩ˜′k −Ψ†Ω˜′kΨΩTDΩT
∥∥∥
F
, we can have∥∥∥DΩ˜′k −Ψ†Ω˜′kΨΩTDΩT ∥∥∥F
=
∥∥∥DΩ˜′k −Ψ†Ω˜′k(ΨΩT∩Ω˜′kDΩT∩Ω˜′k +ΨΩT /Ω˜′kDΩT /Ω˜′k )∥∥∥F
=
∥∥∥(DΩ˜′k−Ψ†Ω˜′kΨΩT∩Ω˜′kDΩT∩Ω˜′k)−Ψ†Ω˜′kΨΩT /Ω˜′kDΩT /Ω˜′k∥∥∥F
=
∥∥∥(DΩ˜′k −Ψ†Ω˜′kΨΩ˜′kDΩ˜′k)−Ψ†Ω˜′kΨΩT /Ω˜′kDΩT /Ω˜′k∥∥∥F
=
∥∥∥DΩ˜′k −DΩ˜′k −Ψ†Ω˜′kΨΩT /Ω˜′kDΩT /Ω˜′k∥∥∥F
=
∥∥∥Ψ†
Ω˜
′k
ΨΩT /Ω˜
′kDΩT /Ω˜
′k
∥∥∥
F
≤ δ3P
1−δ2P
∥∥∥DΩT /Ω˜′k∥∥∥F , (47)
where the last inequality is due to |Ω˜′k|c = 2P . While for∥∥∥Ψ†
Ω˜′k
W
∥∥∥
F
in (46), we have∥∥∥Ψ†
Ω˜′k
W
∥∥∥
F
≤ δ2P /
√
1−δ2P ‖W‖F . (48)
By substituting (45)-(48) into (44), we can obtain
∥∥∥DΩT /Ω˜′k
∥∥∥
F
≥
(1−δ2P )
∥∥∥DΩT /Ω˜k∥∥∥F − 2δP√1−δ2P ‖W‖F
1−δ2P + 2δ3P .(49)
Furthermore, by substituting (49) into (43), we can obtain∥∥∥DΩT /Ω˜k−1∥∥∥F ≥ (1− δP )
2(1− δ2P )
2δ3P (1− δP + δ2P )(1− δ2P + δ3P )︸ ︷︷ ︸
C1
∥∥∥DΩT /Ω˜k∥∥∥F
− (1− δP )
δ3P (1− δP + δ2P ) (
δP (1− δP )
√
1− δ2P
(1− δ2P + 2δ3P ) +
√
1 + δP )︸ ︷︷ ︸
C2
‖W‖F .
(50)
As we have discussed, if
∥∥Rk−1∥∥
F
≤
∥∥Rk∥∥
F
, the iteration
quits, which indicates that the estimation of the P -sparse
signal D is obtained, and Ωˆ = Ω˜k−1. Then we can combine
(30), (31), and (50) to obtain∥∥∥DΩT /Ωˆ
∥∥∥
F
≤ C3‖W‖F , (51)
where C3 =
2C1
√
1−δ
P
+C2
√
1−δ2
P
C1(1−δP−δ2P )−
√
1−δ2
P
. By substituting (29) into
(51), we have ∥∥∥D− Dˆ∥∥∥
F
≤ C4‖W‖F , (52)
where C4 =
C3(1−δP+δ2P )+
√
1+δ
P
1−δ
P
. Thus we prove (21).
Finally, in the iterative process, we have
∥∥Rk−1∥∥
F
>
∥∥Rk∥∥
F
,
and by substituting (30) and (31) into (50), we can obtain∥∥Rk−1∥∥
F
>
C1(1−δP−δ2P )√
1−δ2
P
∥∥Rk∥∥
F
− (1 + (1−δP−δ2P )(C1+C2
√
1+δ
P
)√
1−δ2
P
)‖W‖F .
(53)
In this way, we prove (22).
B. Proof of (25)
We consider two matrices D′ and D have the structured
sparsity as illustrated in (10), and both of them have the re-
spective structured support set Ω1 and Ω1, where Ω1∩Ω2 = φ.
Moreover, we consider D¯′ = D′/‖D′‖F and D¯ = D/‖D‖F .
According to (24), we can obtain
2(1− δ|Ω1|c+|Ω2|c) ≤
∥∥∥∥[ΨΩ1 ,ΨΩ2 ] [ D¯′Ω1D¯Ω2
]∥∥∥∥2
F
≤ 2(1 + δ|Ω1|c+|Ω2|c),
(54)
2(1− δ|Ω1|c+|Ω2|c) ≤
∥∥∥∥[ΨΩ1 ,ΨΩ2] [ D¯′Ω1−D¯Ω2
]∥∥∥∥2
F
≤2(1 + δ|Ω1|c+|Ω2|c ).
(55)
From (54) and (55), we obtain
−δ|Ω1|c+|Ω2|c ≤ Re{
〈
ΨΩ1D¯
′
Ω1 ,ΨΩ2D¯Ω2
〉 } ≤ δ|Ω1|c+|Ω2|c ,(56)
where for two matrices A and B, we have Re{ 〈A,B〉 } =
‖A+B‖2
F
−‖A−B‖2
F
4 . Moreover, we exploit the Cauchy-
Schwartz inequality ‖A‖F ‖B‖F ≥ |〈A,B〉|, where the equal-
ity holds only for A = cB and c is a complex constant.
Particularly,∥∥∥D¯′Ω1∥∥∥
F
∥∥ΨHΩ1ΨΩ2D¯Ω2∥∥F
= max
D¯
′
Ω1
=c′ΨH
Ω1
ΨΩ2
D¯Ω2
∣∣∣〈ΨΩ1D¯′Ω1 ,ΨΩ2D¯Ω2〉∣∣∣
= max
D¯
′
Ω1
=c′ΨH
Ω1
ΨΩ2
D¯Ω2
(
∣∣∣Re{〈ΨΩ1D¯′Ω1 ,ΨΩ2D¯Ω2〉}∣∣∣)
≤ δ|Ω1|c+|Ω2|c ,
(57)
where c′ is a complex constant, and the second equal-
ity of (57) is due to Im{〈ΨΩ1D¯′Ω1 ,ΨΩ2D¯Ω2〉} =
c′Im{〈ΨHΩ1ΨΩ2D¯Ω2 ,ΨHΩ1ΨΩ2D¯Ω2〉}=0. In this way, we
have ∥∥ΨHΩ1ΨΩ2DΩ2∥∥F ≤ δ|Ω1|c+|Ω2|c‖DΩ2‖F , (58)
and (25) is proven.
C. Proof of (26)
Clearly, we have∥∥∥(I−ΨΩ1Ψ†Ω1)ΨΩ2DΩ2∥∥∥F≥‖ΨΩ2DΩ2‖F−
∥∥∥ΨΩ1Ψ†Ω1ΨΩ2DΩ2∥∥∥F ,(59)
For
∥∥∥ΨΩ1Ψ†Ω1ΨΩ2DΩ2∥∥∥2F , we have∥∥∥ΨΩ1Ψ†Ω1ΨΩ2DΩ2∥∥∥2F=
〈
ΨΩ1Ψ
†
Ω1
ΨΩ2DΩ2 ,ΨΩ1Ψ
†
Ω1
ΨΩ2DΩ2
〉
= Re{
〈
ΨΩ1Ψ
†
Ω1
ΨΩ2DΩ2 ,ΨΩ1Ψ
†
Ω1
ΨΩ2DΩ2
〉
}
= Re{
〈
ΨΩ1Ψ
†
Ω1
ΨΩ2DΩ2 ,ΨΩ1Ψ
†
Ω1
ΨΩ2DΩ2
+ΨΩ2DΩ2−ΨΩ1Ψ†Ω1ΨΩ2DΩ2
〉
}
= Re{
〈
ΨΩ1Ψ
†
Ω1
ΨΩ2DΩ2 ,ΨΩ2DΩ2
〉
}
≤ δ|Ω1|c+|Ω2|c
∥∥∥Ψ†Ω1ΨΩ2DΩ2∥∥∥F ‖DΩ2‖F
≤ δ|Ω1|c+|Ω2|c
∥∥∥ΨΩ1Ψ
†
Ω1
ΨΩ2
DΩ2
∥∥∥
F√
1−δ|Ω1|c
‖ΨΩ2DΩ2‖F√
1−δ|Ω2|c
,
(60)
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where the first inequality in (60) is due to (56), and the third
equality in (60) is due to the following equality,〈
ΨΩ1Ψ
†
Ω1
ΨΩ2DΩ2 ,ΨΩ2DΩ2−ΨΩ1Ψ†Ω1ΨΩ2DΩ2
〉
=DHΩ2Ψ
H
Ω2
(Ψ†Ω1)
H(ΨHΩ1ΨΩ2DΩ2−ΨHΩ1ΨΩ1Ψ†Ω1ΨΩ2DΩ2)
=DHΩ2Ψ
H
Ω2
(Ψ†Ω1)
H(ΨHΩ1ΨΩ2DΩ2−ΨHΩ1ΨΩ2DΩ2)=0. (61)
Here Ψ†Ω1= (Ψ
H
Ω1
ΨΩ1 )
−1
ΨHΩ1 . Moreover, (60) can be ex-
pressed as∥∥∥ΨΩ1Ψ†Ω1ΨΩ2DΩ2∥∥∥F ≤ δ|Ω1|c+|Ω2|c‖ΨΩ2DΩ2‖F√(1− δ|Ω1|c)(1− δ|Ω2|c) . (62)
By substituting (62) into (59), we have∥∥∥(I−ΨΩ1Ψ†Ω1)ΨΩ2DΩ2∥∥∥F≥(1− δ|Ω1|c+|Ω2|c√(1−δ|Ω1|c )(1−δ|Ω2|c ) )‖ΨΩ2DΩ2‖F ,(63)
Thus, the right inequality of (26) is proven. Finally, due to
(61), we have
‖ΨΩ2DΩ2‖2F=
∥∥∥ΨΩ1Ψ†Ω1ΨΩ2DΩ2∥∥∥2F+
∥∥∥(I−ΨΩ1Ψ†Ω1)ΨΩ2DΩ2∥∥∥2F ,(64)
which indicates
‖ΨΩ2DΩ2‖F ≥
∥∥∥(I−ΨΩ1Ψ†Ω1)ΨΩ2DΩ2∥∥∥F . (65)
Hence the left inequality of (26) is proven.
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